A technology group focused on single board computers, and other microcontrollers such as the ESP8266, and Arduino. We meet twice a month, presenting on such topics as: PHP & SQLite, IP Cameras, Power over Ethernet, Jupyter & Python, FlightRadar24 for the Pi, Node-Red and the ESP8266, etc.

See more at vicpimakers.ca Our meetup page lists our upcoming meetings: meetup.com/Victoria-Raspberry-PiMakers-And-Others/events/

Next Meeting:
October 27, 2018
ESP8266 Web Controlled LEDs (part 2)
10:00am - Camosun College Tec 177

In part 1, we covered programming Neopixel LEDs driven by the ESP8266 using a Web Interface. In Part 2, we’ll harden the installation by adding TLS/SSL and IPv6 support via NodeRed running on a Pi.